Engineering Department
3D CAD Modeling
Customers can Approve Product Model Before Fabrication
Stress Analysis Available
PE Certification Available

Remote Control Equipment

MINE ROVER Utility Equipment
- MSHA, WV, & PA Diesel Underground Mining Equipment and Conversions with DEC Exhaust Systems
- Belt Drives / Transfers
- Customized Mining Equipment

Parts Department
5000 sq. ft. Warehouse
Open M-F 8-4:30
UPS and Freight Shipping Available
Hydraulic Hose Making Ability
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Fabrication Shop

- MAZAK CNC 3 Axis Turning / Milling Center
- CNC Plasma and Oxy-fuel Cutting Torch

Machine Shop

- MAZAK CNC High Speed Vertical Machining Center
- Willis Engine Lathe

Equipment Repair / Rebuild

- AccurPress with Auto Feed Control
- Band Saw, Shear, Punch, Rolls
- ARC, MIG, TIG, and Dualshield Welders

Kwic-Cast and Kwic-Door Products

- Kwic-Cast
- Kwic-Door Products

Diesel Fire / Water Car

- Diesel Fire
- Water Car

Belt Drives / Structure

- Belt Drives
- Structure

Rockdusters

- Rockdusters

Diesel Powered Auxiliary Fans

- Diesel Powered
- Auxiliary Fans

Custom Hydraulic Machines and Attachments

- Custom Hydraulic Machines
- Attachments

Drill Press, Slotter / Shaper Precision Grinding

- Drill Press
- Slotter / Shaper
- Precision Grinding